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FACTORIZATION OF ARITHMETIC AUTOMORPHIC PERIODS
JIE LIN
Abstract. In this paper, we prove that the arithmetic automorphic periods for GLn
over a CM field factorize through the infinite places. This generalizes a conjecture of
Shimura in 1983, and is predicted by the Langlands correspondence between automor-
phic representations and motives.
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Introduction
The aim of this paper is to prove the factorization of arithmetic automorphic periods
defined as Petersson inner products of arithmetic automorphic forms on unitary Shimura
varieties. This generalizes a conjecture of Shimura (c.f. Conjecture 5.12 of [Shi83]).
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We first introduce the conjecture of Shimura to illustrate our main result. Let E
be a totally real field of degree d. Let JE be the set of real embeddings of E. Let f
be an arithmetic Hilbert cusp form inside a cuspidal automorphic representation π of
GL2pAEq. We define the period P pπq as the Petterson inner product of f . One can show
that up to multiplication by an algebraic number, the period P pπq does not depend on
the choice of f .
For each σ P JE , Shimura conjectured the existence of a complex number P pπ, σq,
associated to a quaternion algebra which is split at σ and ramified at other infinite
places, such that:
(.) P pπq „
ź
σPJE
P pπ, σq
where the relation „ means equality up to multiplication by an algebraic number.
Furthermore, if D is a quaternion algebra and π admets a Jacquet-Langlands transfer
πD to D, we may define P pπDq as Petersson inner product of an algebraic form in πD,
and Shimura conjectured that:
(.) P pπDq „
ź
σPJE , split for D
P pπ, σq.
This conjecture was proved under some local hypotheses in an important paper of
M. Harris (c.f. [Har93a]) and was improved by H. Yoshida (c.f. [Yos95]). The paper
of M. Harris is very long and involves many techniques which seems extremely difficult
to generalize. In this paper, we prove a generalization of Shimura’s conjecture (c.f.
Conjecture 2.1) by a new and simpler method.
We consider representations of GLnpAF q where F is a CM field. We write JF for the
set of complex embeddings of F . We fix Σ a CM type of F , i.e., Σ Ă JF presents JF
modulo the action of complex conjugation.
Let F` be the maximal totally real subfield of F . Instead of the quaternions algebras,
we consider unitary groups of rank n with respect to F {F`. They are all inner forms of
GLnpA
`
F q.
We use I to denote the signature of a unitary group. It can be considered as a map
from Σ to t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. For each I, let UI be a unitary group of signature I. We note that
UI,F – GLn,F as algebraic group over F . In particular, we have UIpAF q – GLnpAF q.
We assume that Π, considered as a representation of UIpAF q, descends by base change to
UIpAF`q. We refer to [Art03], [HL04], [Lab11] or [KMSW14] for details of base change.
We can then define a period P pIqpΠq as Petersson inner product of an algebraic au-
tomorphic form in the bottom degree of cohomology of the similitude unitary Shimura
variety attached to UI . The construction is given in section 2.
Conjecture 0.1. There exists some non zero complex numbers P psqpΠ, σq for all 0 ď
s ď n and σ P Σ such that
(.) P pIqpΠq „EpΠq
ź
σPΣ
P pIpσqqpΠ, σq
for any I “ pIpσqqσPΣ P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
Σ.
Our main theorem is the following (c.f. Theorem 3.3):
Theorem 0.1. The above conjecture is true provided that Π is 2-regular with a global
non vanishing condition which is automatically satisfied if Π is 6-regular.
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We remark that this conjecture is not as simple as it may look like even if we do not
put any restriction on the complex numbers P psqpΠ, σq. In fact, the number of different
P pIqpΠq is dn`1 and the number of different P pIpσqqpΠ, σq is only dpn` 1q.
On the other hand, it is true that the choice of P pIpσqqpΠ, σq is not unique. We
have specified a canonical choice in section 3.5. Similarly to Shimura’s formulation, the
canonical choice of P pIpσqqpΠ, σq is related to the unitary group of signature p1, n ´ 1q
at σ and p0, nq at other places (c.f. section 4.4 of [HL16]). The author proved that
the periods P pIqpΠq as well as the local specified periods P pIqpΠ, σq are functorial in the
sense of Langlands functoriality in [Lin15a] and [Lin15b], .
We also get a partial result with a weaker regular condition (c.f. Theorem 3.2):
Theorem 0.2. If n ě 4 and Π satisfies a global non vanishing condition, in particular,
if Π is 3-regular, then there exists some non zero complex numbers P psqpΠ, σq for all
1 ď s ď n ´ 1, σ P Σ such that P pIqpΠq „EpΠq
ś
σPΣ
P pIpσqqpΠ, σq for all I “ pIpσqqσPΣ P
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1uΣ.
Before introducing the proof, let us look at equation (.) that we want to prove.
The left hand side involves dn`1 periods and the right hand side involves only dpn ` 1q
periods. This is only possible if there are many relations between the periods P pIqpΠq in
the left hand side.
In fact, the first step of the our proof is to reduce Conjecture 0.1 to relations of the
periods. The general argument is given in section 3.1.
The next step is then to prove these relations. The proof involves several techniques
like CM periods, Whittaker periods and special values of L-functions. We use three
results on special values of L-functions. The first one is due to Blasius on relations
between special values of L-functions for Hecke characters and CM periods (c.f. section
1 of [Har93a]). The second one relates special values of L-functions for GLn ˚GL1 and
the arithmetic automorphic periods P pIqpΠq (c.f. [GL16]). The last one is about relations
between special values of L-functions for GLn ˚GLn´1 and the Whittaker periods which
is proved in [GH15] over quadratic imaginary field, and in [Gro17] for general CM fields.
The advantage of the last result is that the GLn´1-representation do not need to be
cuspidal. This allows us to construct auxiliary representations of GLn´1 more freely
and leads to relations between Whittaker periods and arithmetic automorphic periods
P pIqpΠq (see Theorem 3.1) which generalizes Theorem 6.7 of [GH15]. This relation
already implies the partial result mentioned above.
To prove the whole conjecture, a more ingenious construction needs to be made.
We construct carefully a non-cuspidal representation of GLn`2pAF q related to Π, and
an auxiliary cuspidal representation of GLn`3pAF q. The GLn`3pAF q representation is
induced from Hecke characters. Hence special values of its L-function can be written in
terms of CM periods by Blasius’s result. The details can be found in section 3.4.
The manipulation of different special values with different auxiliary representations
can give many interesting results of period relations or special values of L-functions. We
refer the reader to [Lin15a], [GH15] or [Lin15b] for more examples. More recently, the
author and H. Grobner proved some results on special values which implies one case of
the Ichino-Ikeda conjecture up to multiplication by an algebraic number in a very general
setting (c.f. [GL17]).
We remark at last that Conjecture 0.1 is predicted by motivic calculation (c.f. section
2.3 of [HL16]). More generally, the motivic calculation and the Langlands correspondence
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predict the existence of more automorphic periods and some finer relations between them.
This will be discussed in details in a forthcoming paper of the author with H. Grobner
and M. Harris.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Michael Harris for introducing this inter-
esting question and also for helpful discussions. This paper is part of my thesis. I am
grateful to Henri Carayol, Kartik Prasanna and Harald Grobner for their careful reading
and useful comments.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Basic Notation. Let F be a CM field and F` be its maximal totally real subfield.
We denote by JF the set of embeddings of F in C. The complex conjugation c acts on
the set JF . We say Σ a subset of JF is a CM type if JF is the disjoint union of Σ and
Σc. For ι P JE , we also write ι¯ for the complex conjugation of ι.
As usual, we let S be a finite set of places of F , containing all infinite places and all
ramified places of any representation which will appear in the text.
Let χ be a Hecke character of F . We write χι by z
aι z¯aι¯ for ι P JF . We say that χ
is algebraic if aι, aι¯ P Z for all ι P JF . We say that χ is critical if it is algebraic and
moreover aι ‰ aι¯ for all ι P JF . It is equivalent to that the motive associated to χ has
critical points in the sense of Deligne (cf. [Del79]). We remark that 0 and 1 are always
critical points in this case.
Moreover, we write qχ for the Hecke character χc,´1. Apparently if χ is algebraic or
critical then so is qχ.
For Π an algebraic automorphic representation of GLnpAF q, we know that for each
ι P JF , there exists aι,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aι,n, aι¯,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aι¯,n P Z`
n´1
2
such that
Πι – Ind
GpCq
BpCqrz
aι,1
1 z¯
aι¯,1
1 b ...b z
aι,n
n z¯
aι¯,n
n s.
Here Ind refers to the normalised parabolic induction. We define the infinity type of Π
at ι by tzaι,i z¯aι¯,iu1ďiďn (c.f. section 3.3 of [Clo90]).
Let N be any positive integer. We say that Π is N -regular if |aι,i ´ aι,j| ě N for any
ι P JF and 1 ď i ă j ď n. We say Π is regular if it is 1 regular.
Throughout the text, we fix Σ any CM type of F . We also fix ψ an algebraic Hecke
character of F with infinity type z1z0 at each place in Σ such that ψψc “ || ¨ ||AK
(see Lemma 4.1.4 of [CHT08] for its existence). It is easy to see that the restriction of
|| ¨ ||
1
2
AK
ψ to AˆQ is the quadratic character associated to the extension K{Q by the class
field theory. Consequently our construction is compatible with that in [GH15] or [GL17].
Let E be a number field. We consider it as a subfield of C. Let x, y be two complex
numbers. We say x „E y if y ‰ 0 and x{y P E. This relation is symmetric but not
transitive unless we know both numbers involved are non-zero.
The previous relation can be defined in an equivariant way for AutpCq-families. More
precisely, let x “ txpσquσPAutpCq and y “ typσquσPAutpCq be families of complex numbers.
We say x „E y and equivariant under the action of AutpC{F q if either ypσq “ 0 for all
σ, either ypσq ‰ 0 with the following properties:
(1) xpσq „σpEq ypσq for all σ P AutpCq;
(2) τ
ˆ
xpσq
ypσq
˙
“
xpτσq
ypτσq
for all τ P AutpC{F q and all σ P AutpCq.
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Lemma 1.17 of [GL17] says that if E contains FGal and xpσq and ypσq depends only
on σ | E, then the second point above will imply the first point.
We remark that all the L-values and periods in this paper will be considered as AutpCq-
families.
1.2. Rational structures on certain automorphic representations.
Let Π be an automorphic representation of GLnpAF q.
We denote by V the representation space for Πf . For σ P AutpCq, we define another
GLnpAF,f q-representation Π
σ
f to be V bC,σ C. Let QpΠq be the subfield of C fixed by
tσ P AutpCq | Πσf – Πf u. We call it the rationality field of Π.
For E a number field, G a group and V a G-representation over C, we say V has an
E-rational structure if there exists an E-vector space VE endowed with an action of
G such that V “ VE bE C as representation of G. We call VE an E-rational structure
of V .
We denote by Algpnq the set of algebraic automorphic representations of GLnpAF q
which are isobaric sums of cuspidal representations as in section 1 of [Clo90].
Theorem 1.1. (Théorème 3.13 in [Clo90])
Let Π be a regular representation in Algpnq. We have that:
(1) QpΠq is a number field.
(2) Πf has a QpΠq-rational structure unique up to homotheties.
(3) For all σ P AutpCq, Πσf is the finite part of a regular representation in Algpnq. It
is unique up to isomorphism by the strong multiplicity one theorem. We denote
it by Πσ.
Remark 1.1. Let n “ n1 ` n2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk be a partitian of positive integers and Πi be
regular representations in Algpniq for 1 ď i ď k respectively.
The above theorem implies that, for all 1 ď i ď k, the rational field QpΠiq is a number
field.
Let Π “ pΠ1|| ¨ ||
1´n1
2
AK
‘ Π2|| ¨ ||
1´n2
2
AK
‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Πk|| ¨ ||
1´nk
2
AK
q|| ¨ ||
n´1
2
AK
be the normalized
isobaric sum of Πi. It is still algebraic.
We can see from definition that QpΠq is the compositum of QpΠiq with 1 ď i ď k.
Moreover, if Π is regular, we know from the above theorem that Π has a QpΠq-rational
structure.
1.3. Rational structures on the Whittaker model. Let Π be a regular represen-
tation in Algpnq and then its rationality field QpΠq is a number field.
We fix a nontrivial additive character φ of AF . Since Π is an isobaric sum of cuspidal
representations, it is generic. Let W pΠf q be the Whittaker model associated to Πf (with
respect to φf ). It consists of certain functions on GLnpAF ,f q and is isomorphic to Πf as
GLnpAF ,f q-modules.
Similarly, we denote the Whittaker model of Π (with respect to) φ by W pΠq.
Definition 1.1. Cyclotomic character
There exists a unique homomorphism ξ : AutpCq Ñ pZˆ such that for any σ P AutpCq
and any root of unity ζ, σpζq “ ζξpσq, called the cyclotomic character.
For σ P AutpCq, we define tσ P ppZ bZ OF qˆ “ xOFˆ to be the image of ξpσq
by the embedding ppZqˆ ãÑ ppZ bZ OF qˆ. We define tσ,n to be the diagonal matrix
diagpt´n`1σ , t
´n`2
σ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , t
´1
σ , 1q P GLnpAF ,f q as in section 3.2 of [RS08].
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For w P W pΠf q, we define a function w
σ on GLnpAF ,f q by sending g P GLnpAF ,f q
to σpwptσ,ngqq. For classical cusp forms, this action is just the AutpCq-action on Fourier
coefficients.
Proposition 1.1. (Lemma 3.2 of [RS08] or Proposition 2.7 of [GH15])
The map w ÞÑ wσ gives a σ-linear GLnpAF ,f q-equivariant isomorphism from W pΠf q
to W pΠσf q.
For any extension E of QpΠf q, we can define an E-rational structure on W pΠf q by
taking the AutpC{Eq-invariants.
Moreover, the E-rational structure is unique up to homotheties.
Proof. The first part is well-known (see the references in [RS08]). mahnkopf05
For the second part, the original proof in [RS08] works for cuspidal representations.
The key point is to find a nonzero global invariant vector. It is equivalent to finding a
nonzero local invariant vector for every finite place. Then Theorem 5.1piiq of [JPSS81]
is involved as in [GH15].
The last part follows from the one-dimensional property of the invariant vector which
is the second part of Theorem 5.1piiq of [JPSS81].
l
1.4. Rational structures on cohomology spaces and comparison of rational
structures. Let Π be a regular representation in Algpnq. The Lie algebra cohomology
of Π has a rational structure. It is described in section 3.3 of [RS08]. We give a brief
summary here.
Let Z be the center of GLn. Let g8 be the Lie algebra of GLnpR bQ F q. Let
Sreal be the set of real places of F , Scomplex be the set of complex places of F and
S8 “ Sreal Y Scomplex be the set of infinite places of F .
For v P Sreal, we define Kv :“ ZpRqOnpRq Ă GLnpFvq. For v P Scomplex, we define
Kv :“ ZpCqUnpCq Ă GLnpFvq. We denote by K8 the product of Kv with v P S8, and
by K08 the topological connected component of K8.
We fix T the maximal torus of GLn consisting of diagonal matrices and B the Borel
subgroup of G consisting of upper triangular matrices. For µ a dominant weight of
T pRbQ F q with respect to BpRbQ F q, we can define Wµ an irreducible representation
of GLnpRbQ F q with highest weight µ.
From the proof of Théorème 3.13 [Clo90], we know that there exists a dominant
algebraic weight µ, such that H˚pg8,K
0
8; Π8 bWµq ‰ 0.
Let b be the smallest degree such that Hbpg8,K
0
8; Π8bWµq ‰ 0. We have an explicit
formula for b in [RS08]. More precisely, we set r1 and r2 the numbers of real and complex
embeddings of F respectively. We have b “ r1
”
n2
4
ı
` r2
npn´1q
2
.
We can decompose this cohomology group via the action of K8{K
0
8. There exists a
character ǫ of K8{K
0
8 described explicitly in [RS08] such that:
(1) The isotypic component Hbpg8,K
0
8; Π8 bWµqpǫq is one dimensional.
(2) For fixed w8, a generator of H
bpg8,K
0
8; Π8 bWµqpǫq, we have a GLnpAF ,f q-
equivariant isomorphisms:
W pΠf q
„
ÝÑ W pΠf q bH
bpg8,K
0
8; Π8 bWµqpǫq
„
ÝÑ Hbpg8,K
0
8;W pΠq bWµqpǫq
„
ÝÑ Hbpg8,K
0
8; ΠbWµqpǫq(.)
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where the first map sends wf to wf b w8 and the last map is given by the
isomorphism W pΠq
„
ÝÑ Π.
(3) The cohomology space Hbpg8,K
0
8; Π bWµqpǫq is related to the cuspidal coho-
mology if Π is cuspidal and to the Eisenstein cohomology if Π is not cuspidal. In
both cases, it is endowed with a QpΠq-rational structure (see [RS08] for cuspidal
case and [GH15] for non cuspidal case).
We denote by ΘΠf ,ǫ,w8 the GLnpAF,fq-isomorphism given in (.)
W pΠf q
„
ÝÑ Hbpg8,K
0
8; ΠbWµqpǫq.
Both sides have a QpΠq-rational structure. In particular, the preimage of the rational
structure on the right hand side gives a rational structure on W pΠf q. But the rational
structure onW pΠf q is unique up to homotheties. Therefore, there exists a complex num-
ber ppΠf , ǫ, w8q such that the new map Θ
0
Πf ,ǫ,w8
“ ppΠf , ǫ, w8q
´1ΘΠf ,ǫ,w8 preserves
the rational structure on both sides. It is easy to see that this number ppΠf , ǫ, w8q is
unique up to multiplication by elements in QpΠqˆ.
Finally, we observe that the AutpCq-action preserves rational structures on both the
Whittaker models and cohomology spaces. We can adjust the numbers ppΠσf , ǫ
σ , wσ8q for
all σ P AutpCq by elements in QpΠqˆ such that the following diagram commutes:
W pΠf q
σ

ppΠf ,ǫ,w8q
´1ΘΠf ,ǫ,w8
// Hbpg8,K
0
8; ΠbWµqpǫq
σ

W pΠσf q
ppΠσ
f
,ǫσ,wσ8q
´1ΘΠσ
f
,ǫσ,wσ8
// Hbpg8,K
0
8; Π
σ bW σµ qpǫ
σq
The proof is the same as the cuspidal case in [RS08].
In the following, we fix ǫ, w8 and we define theWhittaker period ppΠq :“ ppΠf , ǫ, w8q.
For any σ P AutpCq, we define ppΠσq :“ ppΠσf , ǫ
σ, wσ8q. It is easy to see that ppΠ
σq “
ppΠq for σ P AutpC{QpΠqq.
Moreover, the elements pppΠσqqσPAutpCq are well defined up to QpΠq
ˆ in the following
sense: if pp1pΠσqqσPAutpCq is another family of complex numbers such that p
1pΠσq´1ΘΠσ
f
,ǫσ,wσ8
preserves the rational structure and the above diagram commutes, then there exists
t P QpΠqˆ such that p1pΠσq “ σptqppΠσq for any σ P AutpCq. This also follows from the
one dimensional property of the invariant vector. The argument is the same as the last
part of the proof of Definition/Proposition 3.3 in [RS08].
The Whittaker periods are closely related to special values of L-functions. We refer
to [Rag10], [HR15], [GH15] or [GHL16] for more details. Here we state a theorem which
generalizes the main theorem of [GH15]. The proof can be found in [Gro17].
Let Π be a regular cuspidal cohomological representation of GLnpAF q. Let Π
# be a
regular automorphic cohomological representation of GLn´1pAF q which is the Langlands
sum of cuspidal representations. Write the infinity type of Π (resp. Π1) at σ P Σ by
tzaipσqz¯´aipσqu1ďiďn (resp tz
bjpσqz¯´bjpσqu1ďjďn´1) with a1pσq ą a2pσq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą anpσq
(resp. b1pσq ą b2pσq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą bn´1pσq). We say that the pair pΠ,Π
#q is in good position
if for all σ P Σ we have
a1pσq ą ´bn´1pσq ą a2pσq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ´b1pσq ą anpσq.
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Theorem 1.2. If pΠ,Π#q is in good position, then there exists a non-zero complex num-
ber ppm,Π8,Π
#
8q which depends on m,Π8 and Π
#
8 well defined up to pEpΠqEpΠ
#qqˆ
such that for m P Z with m`
1
2
critical for ΠˆΠ#, we have
(.) Lp
1
2
`m,ΠˆΠ#q „EpΠqEpΠ#q ppm,Π8,Π
#
8qppΠqppΠ
#q
and is equivariant under the action of AutpC{Qq.
2. Arithmetic automorphic periods
2.1. CM periods. Let pT, hq be a Shimura datum where T is a torus defined over Q
and h : ResC{RGm,C Ñ GR a homomorphism satisfying the axioms defining a Shimura
variety. Such pair is called a special Shimura datum. Let ShpT, hq be the associated
Shimura variety and EpT, hq be its reflex field.
Let pγ, Vγq be a one-dimensional algebraic representation of T (the representation γ
is denoted by χ in [HK91]). We denote by Epγq a definition field for γ. We may assume
that Epγq contains EpT, hq. Suppose that γ is motivic (see loc.cit for the notion). We
know that γ gives an automorphic line bundle rVγs over ShpT, hq defined over Epγq.
Therefore, the complex vector space H0pShpT, hq, rVγ sq has an Epγq-rational structure,
denoted by MDRpγq and called the De Rham rational structure.
On the other hand, the canonical local system V ▽γ Ă rVγs gives another Epγq-rational
structure MBpγq on H
0pShpT, hq, rVγ sq, called the Betti rational structure.
We now consider χ an algebraic Hecke character of T pAQq with infinity type γ
´1
(our character χ corresponds to the character ω´1 in loc.cit). Let Epχq be the number
field generated by the values of χ on T pAQ,f q over Epγq. We know χ generates a one-
dimensional complex subspace of H0pShpT, hq, rVγ sq which inherits two Epχq-rational
structures, one from MDRpγq, the other from MBpγq. Put ppχ, pT, hqq the ratio of these
two rational structures which is well defined modulo Epχqˆ.
Remark 2.1. If we identify H0pShpT, hq, rVγ sq with the set
tf P C8pT pQqzT pAQq,C | fptt8qq “ γ
´1pt8qfptq, t8 P T pRq, t P T pAQqu
, then χ itself is in the rational structure inherits from MBpγq. See discussion from A.4
to A.5 in [HK91].
Suppose that we have two tori T and T 1 both endowed with a Shimura datum pT, hq
and pT 1, h1q. Let u : pT 1, h1q Ñ pT, hq be a map between the Shimura data. Let χ be an
algebraic Hecke character of T pAQq. We put χ
1 :“ χ ˝ u an algebraic Hecke character of
T 1pAQq. Since both the Betti structure and the De Rham structure commute with the
pullback map on cohomology, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.1. Let χ, pT, hq and χ1, pT 1, h1q be as above. We have:
ppχ, pT, hqq „Epχq ppχ
1, pT 1, h1qq
and is equivariant under the action of AutpC{EpT qEpT 1qq.
Remark 2.2. In Proposition 1.4 of [Har93b], the relation is up to Epχq;EpT, hq where
EpT, hq is a number field associated to pT, hq. Here we consider the action of GQ and can
thus obtain a relation up to Epχq (see the paragraph after Proposition 1.8.1 of loc.cit).
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For F a CM field and Ψ a subset of ΣF such that ΨXιΨ “ ∅, we can define a Shimura
datum pTF , hΨq where TF :“ ResF {QGm,F is a torus and hΨ : ResC{RGm,C Ñ TF,R is a
homomorphism such that over σ P ΣF , the Hodge structure induced on F by hΨ is of
type p´1, 0q if σ P Ψ, of type p0,´1q if σ P ιΨ, and of type p0, 0q otherwise.
Let χ be a motivic critical character of a CM field F . By definition, pF pχ,Ψq “
ppχ, pTF , hΨqq and we call it a CM period. Sometimes we write ppχ,Ψq instead of
pF pχ,Ψq if there is no ambiguity concerning the base field F .
Example 2.1. We have pp|| ¨ ||AK , 1q „Q p2πiq
´1. See p1.10.9q on page 100 of [Har97].
Proposition 2.2. Let τ P JF and Ψ be a subset of JF such that ΨX Ψ
c “ ∅. We take
Ψ “ Ψ1 \Ψ2 a partition of Ψ.
We then have:
ppχ1χ2q,Ψq „Epχ1qEpχ2q ppχ1,Ψqppχ
σ
2 ,Ψq.(.)
ppχ,Ψ1 \Ψ2q „Epχq ppχ,Ψ1qppχ,Ψ2q.(.)
ppχ,Ψq „Epχq ppχ¯, Ψ¯q.(.)
All the relations are equivariant under the action of AutpC{FGalq.
Proof. All the equations in Proposition 2.2 come from Proposition 2.1 by certain maps
between Shimura data as follows:
(1) The diagonal map pTF , hΨq Ñ pTF ˆ TF , hΨ ˆ hΨq pulls pχ1, χ2q back to χ1χ2.
(2) The multiplication map TF ˆ TF Ñ TF sends hΨ1 , hΨ2 to hΨ1\Ψ2 .
(3) The Galois action θ : HF Ñ HF sends hΨ to hΨθ .
(4) The norm map pTF , htτuq Ñ pTF0 , htτ |F0uq pulls η back to η ˝NAF {AF,0 .

The special values of an L-function for a Hecke character over a CM field can be
interpreted in terms of CM periods. The following theorem is proved by Blasius. We
state it as in Proposition 1.8.1 in [Har93b] where ω should be replaced by ωˇ :“ ω´1,c
(for this erratum, see the notation and conventions part on page 82 in the introduction
of [Har97]),
Theorem 2.1. Let F be a CM field and F` be its maximal totally real subfield. Put d
the degree of F` over Q.
Let χ be a motivic critical algebraic Hecke character of F and Φχ be the unique CM
type of F which is compatible with χ.
For m a critical value of χ in the sense of Deligne (c.f. [Del79]), we have
Lpχ,mq „Epχq p2πiq
mdppχˇ,Φχq
equivariant under action of AutpC{FGalq.
Remark 2.3. Let tσ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnu be any CM type of F . Let pσ
ai
i σ
´w´ai
i q1ďiďn denote
the infinity type of χ with w “ wpχq. We may assume a1 ě a2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě an. We define
a0 :“ `8 and an`1 :“ ´8 and define k :“ maxt0 ď i ď n | ai ą ´
w
2
u. An integer m
is critical for χ if and only if
(.) maxp´ak ` 1, w ` 1` ak`1q ď m ď minpw ` ak,´ak`1q.
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2.2. Construction of cohomology spaces. Let I be the signature of a unitary group
UI of dimension n with respect to the extension F {F
`. Let VI be the associated Her-
mitian space. We can consider I as a map from Σ to t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. We write sσ :“ Ipσq
and rσ :“ n´ Ipσq for all σ P Σ.
Denote S :“ ResC{RGm. We define the rational similitude unitary group defined by
(.) GUIpRq :“ tg P GLpVI bQ Rq|pgv, gwq “ νpgqpv,wq, νpgq P R
˚u
where R is any Q-algebra.
We know that GUIpRq is isomorphic to a subgroup of
ś
σPΣ
GUprσ , sσq defined by the
same similitude. We can define a homomorphism hI : SpRq Ñ GUIpRq by sending z P C
to
ˆˆ
zIrσ 0
0 z¯Isσ
˙˙
σPΣ
.
Let XI be the GUIpRq-conjugation class of hI . We know pGUI ,XIq is a Shimura
datum with reflex field EI and dimension 2
ř
σPΣ
rσsσ. The Shimura variety associated to
pGUI ,XIq is denoted by ShI .
LetKI,8 be the centralizer of hI inGUIpRq. Via the inclusionGUIpRq ãÑ
ś
σPΣ
GUprσ , sσq Ă
R`,ˆ
ś
σPΣ
Upn,Cq, we may identify KI,8 with
tpµ,
ˆ
urσ 0
0 vsσ
˙
σPΣ
q | urσ P Uprσ,Cq, vsσ P Upsσ,Cq, µ P R
`,ˆu
where Upr,Cq is the standard unitary group of degree r over C. Let HI be the subgroup
of KI,8 consisting of the diagonal matrices in KI,8. Then it is a maximal torus of
GUIpRq. Denote its Lie algebra by hI .
We observe that HIpRq – R
`,ˆ ˆ
ś
σPΣ
Up1,Cqn. Its algebraic characters are of the
form
pw, pzipσqqσPΣ,1ďiďnq ÞÑ w
λ0
ź
σPΣ
nź
i“1
zipσq
λipσq
where pλ0, pλipσqqσPΣ,1ďiďnq is a pnd` 1q-tuple of integers with λ0 ”
ř
σPΣ
nř
i“1
λipσq (mod
2).
Recall that GUIpCq – C
ˆ
ś
σPΣGLnpCq. We fix BI the Borel subgroup of GUI,C
consisting of upper triangular matrices. The highest weights of finite-dimensional irre-
ducible representations of KI,8 are tuples Λ “ pΛ0, pΛipσqqσPΣ,1ďiďnq such that Λ1pσq ě
Λ2pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě Λrσpσq, Λrσ`1pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě Λnpσq for all σ and Λ0 ”
ř
σPΣ
nř
i“1
Λipσq (mod 2).
We denote the set of such tuples by ΛpKI,8q. Similarly, we write ΛpGUIq for the set of
the highest weights of finite-dimensional irreducible representations of GUI . It consists
of tuples λ “ pλ0, pλipσqqσPΣ,1ďiďnq such that λ1pσq ě λ2pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨λnpσq for all σ and
λ0 ”
ř
σPΣ
nř
i“1
λipσq (mod 2).
We take λ P ΛpGUIq and Λ P ΛpKI,8q.
Let Vλ and VΛ be the corresponding representations. We define a local system over
ShI :
W▽λ :“ limÐÝ
K
GUIpQqzVλ ˆX ˆGUIpAQ,f q{K
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and an automorphic vector bundle over ShI
EΛ :“ limÐÝ
K
GUIpQqzVΛ ˆGUIpRq ˆGUIpAQ,f q{KKI,8
where K runs over open compact subgroup of GUIpAQ,f q.
The automorphic vector bundles EΛ are defined over the reflex field E.
The local systems W▽λ are defined over K. The Hodge structure of the cohomol-
ogy space HqpShI ,W
▽
λ q is not pure in general. But the image of H
q
c pShI ,W
▽
λ q in
HqpShI ,W
▽
λ q is pure of weight q ´ c. We denote this image by H¯
qpShI ,W
▽
λ q.
Note that all cohomology spaces have coefficients in C unless we specify its rational
structure over a number field.
2.3. The Hodge structures. The results in section 2.2 of [Har94] give a description
of the Hodge components of H¯qpShI ,W
▽
λ q.
Denote by R` the set of positive roots of HI,C in GUIpCq and by R
`
c the set of positive
compact roots. Define αj,k “ p0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, 1, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0,´1, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q for any 1 ď j ă k ď n.
We know R` “ tpαjσ ,kσqσPΣ | 1 ď jσ ă kσ ď nu and R
`
c “ tpαjσ ,kσqσPΣ | jσ ă kσ ď
rσ or rσ ` 1 ď jσ ă kσu.
Let ρ “
1
2
ř
αPR`
α “
ˆˆ
n´ 1
2
,
n´ 3
2
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´
n´ 1
2
˙˙
σ
.
Let g, k and h be Lie algebras of GUIpRq, KI,8 and HpRq. Write W for the Weyl
group W pgC, hCq and Wc for the Weyl group W pkC, hCq. We can identify W with
ś
σPΣ
Sn
and Wc with
ś
σPΣ
Srσ ˆ Ssσ where S refers to the standard permutation group. For
w PW , we write the length of w by lpwq.
Let W 1 :“ tw P W |wpR`q Ą R`c u be a subset of W . By the above identification,
pwσqσ P W
1 if and only if wσp1q ă wσp2q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă wσprσq and wσprσ ` 1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă wσpnq
One can show that W 1 is a set of coset representatives of shortest length for WczW .
Moreover, for λ a highest weight of a representation of GUI , one can show easily
that w ˚ λ :“ wpλ ` ρq ´ ρ is the highest weight of a representation of KI,8. More
precisely, if λ “ pλ0, pλipσqqσPΣ,1ďiďnq, then w ˚ λ “ pλ0, ppw ˚ λqipσqqσPΣ,1ďiďnq with
pw ˚ λqipσq “ λwσpiqpσq `
n` 1
2
´ wσpiq ´ p
n` 1
2
´ iq “ λwσpiqpσq ´ wσpiq ` i.
Remark 2.4. The results of [Har94] tell us that there exists
(.) H¯qpShI ,W
▽
λ q –
à
wPW 1
H¯q;wpShI ,W
▽
λ q
a decomposition as subspaces of pure Hodge type pppw, λq, q ´ c ´ ppw, λqq. We now
determine the Hodge number ppw, λq.
We know that w ˚ λ is the highest weight of a representation of KI,8. We denote
this representation by pρw˚λ,Ww˚λq. We know that ρw˚λ ˝ hI |SpRq : SpRq Ñ KI,8 Ñ
GLpWw˚λq is of the form z ÞÑ z
´ppw,λqz¯´rpw,λqIWw˚λ with ppw, λq, rpw, λq P Z. The first
index ppw, λq is the Hodge type mentioned above.
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Recall that the map
hI |SpRq : SpRq Ñ KI,8 Ă R
`,ˆ ˆ Upn,CqΣ(.)
z ÞÑ
¨
˚˝˚
|z|,
¨
˚˝˚ z|z|Irσ 0
0
z¯
|z|
Isσ
˛
‹‹‚
σPΣ
˛
‹‹‚
and the map
ρw˚λ : KI,8 Ñ GLpWw˚λq
pw, diagpzipσqqσPΣ,1ďiďnq ÞÑ w
λ0
ź
σPΣ
nź
i“1
zipσq
pw˚λqipσq
where diagpz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , znq means the diagonal matrix of coefficients z1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zn.
Therefore we have:
z´ppw,λqz¯´rpw,λq
“ |z|λ0
ź
σPΣ
p
ź
1ďiďrσ
p
z
|z|
qpw˚λqipσq
ź
rσ`1ďiďn
p
z
|z|
qpw˚λqipσq
“ pz
1
2 z
1
2 q
λ0´
ř
σPΣ
ř
1ďiďn
pw˚λqipσq
z
ř
σPΣ
ř
1ďiďrσ
pw˚λqipσq
z
ř
σPΣ
ř
rσ`1ďiďn
pw˚λqipσq
Since pw˚λqipσq “ λwσpiqpσq´wσpiq`i and then
ř
σPΣ
ř
1ďiďn
pw˚λqipσq “
ř
σPΣ
ř
1ďiďn
λipσq,
we obtain that:
ppw, λq “
ř
σPΣ
ř
1ďiďn
λipσq ´ λ0
2
´
ÿ
σPΣ
ÿ
1ďiďrσ
pw ˚ λqipσq
“
ř
σPΣ
ř
1ďiďn
λipσq ´ λ0
2
´
ÿ
σPΣ
ÿ
1ďiďrσ
pλwσpiqpσq ´ wσpiq ` iq(.)
The method of toroidal compactification gives us more information on H¯q;wpShI ,W
▽
λ q.
We take j : ShI ãÑ ĂShI to be a smooth toroidal compactification. Proposition 2.2.2 of
[Har94] tells us that the following results do not depend on the choice of the toroidal
compactification.
The automorphic vector bundle EΛ can be extended to ĂShI in two ways: the canonical
extension EcanΛ and the sub canonical extension E
sub
Λ as explained in [Har94]. Define:
H¯qpShI , EΛq “ ImpH
qpĂShI , EsubΛ q Ñ HqpĂShI , EcanΛ qq.
Proposition 2.3. There is a canonical isomorphism
H¯q;wpShI ,W
▽
λ q – H¯
q´lpwqpShI , Ew˚λq
Let D “ 2
ř
σPΣ
rσsσ be the dimension of the Shimura variety. We are interested in the
cohomology space of degree D{2. Proposition 2.2.7 of [Har97] also works here:
Proposition 2.4. The space H¯D{2pShI ,W
▽
λ q is naturally endowed with a K-rational
structure, called the de Rham rational structure and noted by H¯
D{2
DR pShI ,W
▽
λ q. This
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rational structure is endowed with a K-Hodge filtration F ¨H¯
D{2
DR pShI ,W
▽
λ q pure of weight
D{2´ c such that
F pH¯
D{2
DR pShI ,W
▽
λ q{F
p`1H¯
D{2
DR pShI ,W
▽
λ q bK C –
à
wPW 1,ppw,λq“p
H¯D{2;wpShI ,W
▽
λ q.
Moreover, the composition of the above isomorphism and the canonical isomorphism
H¯D{2;wpShI ,W
▽
λ q – H¯
D{2´lpwqpShI , Ew˚λq
is rational over K.
Holomorphic part: Let w0 PW
1 defined by
w0pσqp1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rσ; rσ`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nqσPΣ “ psσ`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n; 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sσq
for all σ P Σ. It is the only longest element in W 1. Its length is D{2.
We have a K-rational isomorphism
(.) H¯D{2;w0pShI ,W
▽
λ q – H¯
0pShI , Ew0˚λq.
We can calculate the Hodge type of H¯D{2;w0pShI ,W
▽
λ q as in Remark 2.4.
By definition we have
(.) w0 ˚ λ “ pλ0, pλsσ`1pσq ´ sσ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnpσq ´ sσ;λ1pσq ` rσ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λsσpσq ` rσqσPΣq.
By the discussion in Remark 2.4, the Hodge number
ppw0, λq “
ř
σPΣ
ř
1ďiďn
λipσq ´ λ0 `D
2
´
ÿ
σPΣ
pλsσ`1pσq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λnpσqq.
From equation (.), it is easy to deduce that ppw0, λq is the only largest number
among tppw, λq | w PW 1u. Therefore
(.) F ppw0,λqpShI ,W
▽
λ q bK C – H¯
0pShI , Ew0˚λq.
Moreover, as mentioned in the above proposition, we know that the above isomorphism
is K-rational.
We call H¯D{2;w0pShI ,W
▽
λ q – H¯
0pShI , Ew0˚λq the holomorphic part of the Hodge
decomposition of H¯D{2pShI ,W
▽
λ q. It is isomorphic to the space of holomorphic cusp
forms of type pw0 ˚ λq
_.
Anti-holomorphic part: The only shortest element inW 1 is the identity with the smallest
Hodge number
ppid, λq “
ř
σPΣ
ř
1ďiďn
λipσq ´ λ0
2
´
ÿ
σPΣ
pλ1pσq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λrσpσqq.
We call H¯D{2;idpShI ,W
▽
λ q – H¯
D{2pShI , Eλq the anti-holomorphic part of the Hodge
decomposition of H¯D{2pShI ,W
▽
λ q.
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2.4. Complex conjugation. We specify some notation first.
Let λ “ pλ0, pλ1pσq ě λ2pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λnpσqqσPΣq P ΛpGUIq as before. We define
λc :“ pλ0, p´λnpσq ě ´λn´1pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´λ1pσqqσPΣq and λ
_ :“ p´λ0, p´λnpσq ě
´λn´1pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´λ1pσqqσPΣq. They are elements in ΛpGUIq. Moreover, the represen-
tation Vλc is the complex conjugation of Vλ and the representation Vλ_ is the dual of Vλ
as GUI -representation.
Similarly, for Λ “ pΛ0, pΛ1pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě Λrσpσq,Λrσ`1pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ΛnpσqqσPΣq P
ΛpKI,8q, we define Λ
˚ :“ p´Λ0, p´Λrσ pσq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´Λ1pσq,´Λn ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´Λrσ`1qσPΣq.
We know VΛ˚ is the dual of VΛ as KI -representation. We sometimes write the latter
as |VΛ.
We define Ic by Icpσq “ n´Ipσq for all σ P Σ. We know VIc “ ´VI and GUIc – GUI .
The complex conjugation gives an anti-holomorphic isomorphism XI
„
ÝÑ XIc . This
induces a K-antilinear isomorphism
(.) H¯D{2pShI ,W
▽
λ q
„
ÝÑ H¯D{2pShIc ,W
▽
λcq.
In particular, it sends holomorphic (resp. anti-holomorphic) elements with respect to
pI, λq to those respect to pIc, λcq. If we we denote by wc0 the longest element related to
Ic then we have K-antilinear rational isomorphisms
cDR : H¯
0pShI , Ew0˚λq
„
ÝÑ H¯0pShIc , Ewc0˚λcq(.)
H¯D{2pShI , Eλq
„
ÝÑ H¯D{2pShIc , Eλcq .(.)
The Shimura datum pGUI , hq induces a Hodge structure of wights concentrated in
tp´1, 1q, p0, 0q, p1,´1qu which corresponds to the Harish-Chandra decomposition induced
by h on the Lie algebra: g “ kC ‘ p
` ‘ p´.
Let P “ kC ‘ p
´. Let A (resp. A0, Ap2q) be the space of automorphic forms (resp.
cusp forms, square-integrable forms) on GUIpQqzGUIpAQq.
We have inclusions for all q:
Hqpg,KI,8;A0 b Vλq Ă H¯
qpShI , V
▽
λ q Ă H
qpg,KI,8;Ap2q b Vλq
HqpP,KI,8;A0 b VΛq Ă H¯
qpShI , EΛq Ă H
qpP,KI,8;Ap2q b VΛq.
The complex conjugation on the automorphic forms induces a K-antilinear isomor-
phism:
(.) cB : H¯
0pShI , Ew0˚λq
„
ÝÑ H¯D{2pShI , Eλ_q
More precisely, we summarize the construction in [Har97] as follows.
Automorphic vector bundles:
We recall some facts on automorphic vector bundles first. We refer to page 113 of
[Har97] and [Har85] for notation and further details.
Let pG,Xq be a Shimura datum such that its special points are all CM points. LetqX be the compact dual symmetric space of X. There is a surjective functor from the
category of G-homogeneous vector bundles on qX to the category of automorphic vector
bundles on ShpG,Xq. This functor is compatible with inclusions of Shimura data as
explained in the second part of Theorem 4.8 of [Har85]. It is also rational over the reflex
field EpG,Xq.
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Let E be an automorphic vector bundle on ShpG,Xq corresponding to E0, a G-
homogeneous vector bundle on qX . Let pT, xq be a special pair of pG,Xq, i.e. pT, xq
is a sub-Shimura datum of pG,Xq with T a maximal torus defined over Q. Since the
functor mentioned above is compatible with inclusions of Shimura datum, we know that
the restriction of E to ShpT, xq corresponds to the restriction of E0 to xˇ P qX by the
previous functor. Moreover, by the construction, the fiber of E |ShpT,xq at any point of
ShpT, xq is identified with the fiber of E0 at xˇ. The EpEq ¨EpT, xq-rational structure on
the fiber of E0 at xˇ then defines a rational structure of E |ShpT,xq and called the canonical
trivialization of E associated to pT, xq.
Complex conjugation on automorphic vector bundles:
Let E be as in page 112 of [Har97] and E be its complex conjugation. The key step of
the construction is to identify E with the dual of E in a rational way.
More precisely, we recall Proposition 2.5.8 of the loc.cit that there exists a non-
degenerate GpAQ,f q-equivariant paring of real-analytic vector bundle E b E Ñ Eν such
that its pullback to any CM point is rational with respect to the canonical trivializations.
We now explain the notion Eν . Let h P X and Kh be the stabilizer of h in GpRq. We
know E is associated to an irreducible complex representation of Kh, denoted by τ in the
loc.cit. The complex conjugation of τ can be extended as an algrebraic representation of
Kh, denoted by τ
1. We know τ 1 is isomorphic to the dual of τ and then there exists ν, a
one-dimensional representationKh, such that aKh-equivariant rational paring VτbVτ 1 Ñ
Vν exists. We denote by Eν the automorphic vector bundle associated to Vν .
In our case, we have pG,Xq “ pGUI ,XIq, h “ hI and Kh “ KI,8. Let τ “ Λ “ w0 ˚λ
and E “ EΛ. As explained in the last second paragraph before Corollary 2.5.9 in the
loc.cit, we may identify the holomorphic sections of VΛ with holomorphic sections of
the dual of VΛ. The complex conjugation then sends the latter to the anti-holomorphic
sections of |VΛ “ VΛ˚ . The latter can be identified with harmonic (0,d)-forms with values
in Kb EΛ where K “ Ω
D{2
ShI
is the canonical line bundle of ShI .
By 2.2.9 of [Har97] we have K “ Ep0,p´sσ ,¨¨¨ ,´sσ,rσ,¨¨¨ ,rσqσPΣq where the number of ´sσ
in the last term is rσ. Therefore, complex conjugation gives an isomorphism:
(.) cB : H¯
0pShI , EΛq
„
ÝÑ H¯D{2pShI , EΛ˚`0,p´sσ,¨¨¨ ,´sσ,rσ,¨¨¨ ,rσqσPΣqq.
Recall equation (.) that
Λ “ w0 ˚ λ “ pλ0, pλsσ`1pσq ´ sσ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnpσq ´ sσ;λ1pσq ` rσ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λsσpσq ` rσqσPΣq.
We have
(.)
Λ˚ “ p´λ0, p´λnpσq ` sσ, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´λsσ`1pσq ` sσ;´λsσpσq ´ rσ, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´λ1pσq ` rσqσPΣq.
Therefore, Λ˚ ` p0, p´sσ, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´sσ, rσ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rσqσPΣq “ λ
_. We finally get equation
(.).
Similarly, if we start from the anti-holomorphic part, we will get a K-antilinear iso-
morphism which is still denoted by cB :
(.) cB : H¯
D{2pShI , Eλq
„
ÝÑ H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λ_q
which sends anti-holomorphic elements with respect to λ to holomorphic elements for
λ_.
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2.5. The rational paring. Let Λ P ΛpKI,8q. We write V “ VΛ in this section for
simplicity. As in section 2.6.11 of [Har97], we denote by CΛ the corresponding highest
weight space. We know Λ˚ :“ Λ# ´ p2Λ0, p0qq is the tuple associated to qV , the dual of
this KI representation. We denote by C´Λ the lowest weight of qV .
The restriction from V to CΛ gives an isomorphism
(.) HomKI,8pV, C
8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq
„
ÝÑ HomHpCΛ, C
8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqV q
where C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqV is the V -isotypic subspace of C
8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qq.
Similarly, we have
(.) HomKI,8p
qV , C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq „ÝÑ HomHpC´Λ, C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqqV q
Proposition 2.6.12 of [Har97] says that up to a rational factor the perfect paring
(.) HomHpCΛ, C
8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqV q ˆHomHpC´Λ, C
8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqqV q
given by integration over the diagonal equals to restriction of the canonical paring (c.f.
p2.6.11.4q of [Har97])
HomKI,8pV, C
8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq ˆHomKI,8p
qV , C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq
Ñ HomKI,8pV b
qV , C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq
Ñ HomKI,8pC, C
8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq
Ñ C.(.)
We identify Γ8pShI , EΛq with HomGUIKI,8p
qV , C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq and regard
the latter as subspace of HomKI,8p
qV , C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq.
The above construction gives a K-rational perfect paring between holomorphic sec-
tions of EΛ and anti-holomorphic sections of EΛ˚ .
If Λ “ w0 ˚ λ, as we have seen in Section 2.4 that the anti-holomorphic sections of
EΛ˚ can be identified with harmonic p0, dq-forms with values in Eλ_ .
We therefore obtain a K-rational perfect paring
(.) Φ “ ΦI,λ : H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λq ˆ H¯
D{2pShI , Eλ_q Ñ C.
In other words, there is a rational paring between the holomorphic elements for pI, λq
and anti-holomorphic elements for pI, λ_q.
It is easy to see that the isomorphism ShI
„
ÝÑ ShIc commutes with the above paring
and hence:
Lemma 2.1. For any f P H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λq and g P H¯
D{2pShI , Eλ_q, we have Φ
I,λpf, gq “
ΦI
c,λcpcDRf, cDRgq.
The next lemma follows from Corollary 2.5.9 and Lemma 2.8.8 of [Har97].
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 ‰ f P H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λq. We have Φpf, cBfq ‰ 0.
More precisely, if we consider f as an element in
HomKI,8p
qV , C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq
then by (.) and the fixed trivialization of C´w0˚λ, we may consider f as an element
in C8pGUIpFqzGUIpAF qqq. We have:
(.) Φpf, cBfq “ ˘i
λ0
ż
GUIpQqZGUI pAQqzGUIpAQq
fpgqfpgq||νpgq||cdg.
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Recall that νp¨q is the similitude defined in (.).
Similarly, if we start from anti-holomorphic elements, we get a paring:
(.) Φ´ “ ΦI,λ,´ : H¯D{2pShI , Eλq ˆ H¯
0pShI , Ew0˚λ_q Ñ C.
We use the script ´ to indicate that is anti-holomorphic. It is still cDR stable. For
0 ‰ f´ P H¯D{2pShI , Eλq, we also know that Φ
´pf´, cBf
´q ‰ 0.
2.6. Arithmetic automorphic periods. Let π be an irreducible cuspidal representa-
tion of GUIpAQq defined over a number field Epπq. We may assume that Epπq contains
the quadratic imaginary field K.
We assume that π is cohomological with type λ, i.e. H˚pg,KI,8;π bWλq ‰ 0.
For M a GUIpAQ,fq-module, define the K-rational πf -isotypic components of M by
Mπ :“ HomGUIpAF,f qpResEpπq{Kpπf q,Mq “
à
τPΣEpπq
Hompπτf ,Mq.
Therefore, if M has a K-rational structure then Mπ also has a K-rational structure.
As in section 2.4, we have inclusions:
HqpP,KI,8;A
π
0 b VΛq Ă H¯
qpShI , EΛq
π Ă HqpP,KI,8;A
π
p2q b VΛq.
Under these inclusions, cB sends H¯
0pShI , Ew0˚λq
π to H¯D{2pShI , Eλ_q
π_ .
These inclusions are compatible with those K-rational structures and then induce
K-rational parings
Φπ : H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λq
π ˆ H¯D{2pShI , Eλ_q
π_ Ñ C(.)
and Φ´,π : H¯D{2pShI , Eλq
π ˆ H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λ_q
π_ Ñ C.(.)
Definition 2.1. Let β be a non zero K-rational element of H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λq
π. We define
the holomorphic arithmetic automorphic period associated to β by P pIqpβ, πq :“
pΦπpβτ , cBβ
τ qqτPΣEpπq. It is an element in pEpπq bK Cq
ˆ.
Let γ be a non zero K-rational element of H¯D{2pShI , Eλq
π. We define the anti-
holomorphic arithmetic automorphic period associated to γ by P pIq,´pγ, πq :“
pΦ´,πpγτ , cBγ
τ qqτPΣEpπq. It is an element in pEpπq bK Cq
ˆ.
Definition-Lemma 2.1. Let us assume now π is tempered and π8 is discrete series
representation. In this case, H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λq
π is a rank one Epπq bK C-module (c.f.
[KMSW14]).
We define the holomorphic arithmetic automorphic period of π by P pIqpπq :“
P pIqpβ, πq by taking β any non zero rational element in H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λq
π. It is an ele-
ment in pEpπq bK Cq
ˆ well defined up to Epπqˆ-multiplication.
We define P pIq,´pπq the anti-holomorphic arithmetic automorphic period of π
similarly.
Lemma 2.3. We assume that π is tempered and π8 is discrete series representation.
Let β be a non zero rational element in H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λq
π and β_ be a non zero rational
element in H¯0pShI , E
_
λ q
π_ .
We have cBpβq „Epπq P
pIqpπqβ_.
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Proof. It is enough to notice that Φπpβ, β_q P Epπqˆ.
l
Lemma 2.4. If π is tempered and π8 is discrete series representation then we have:
(1) P pI
cqpπcq „Epπq P
pIqpπq.
(2) P pIqpπ_q ˚ P pIq,´pπq „Epπq 1.
Proof. The first part comes from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that cDR preserves rational
structures.
For the second part, recall that the following two parings are actually the same:
Φπ
_
: H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λ_q
π_ ˆ H¯D{2pShI , Eλq
π Ñ C(.)
and Φ´,π : H¯D{2pShI , Eλq
π ˆ H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λ_q
π_ Ñ C.(.)
We take β a rational element in H¯0pShI , Ew0˚λ_q
π_ and γ a rational element in
H¯D{2pShI , Eλq
π. We may assume that Φπ
_
pβτ , γτ q “ Φ´,πpγτ , βτ q “ 1 for all τ P ΣEpπq.
By definition ppIqpπ_q “ pΦπ
_
pβτ , cBβ
τ qqτPΣEpπq . Since H¯
D{2pShI , Eλq
π is a rank one
EpπqbC-module, there exists C P pEpπqbKCq
ˆ such that pcBβ
τ qτPΣEpπq “ Cpγ
τ qτPΣEpπq .
Therefore pIpπ_q “ CpΦπ
_
pβτ , γτ qqτPΣEpπq “ C.
On the other hand, since c2B “ Id, we have pcBγ
τ qτPΣEpπq “ C
´1pβτ qτPΣEpπq . We can
deduce that ppIq,´pπq “ C´1 as expected.
l
Definition 2.2. We say I is compact if UIpCq is. In other words, I is compact if and
only if Ipσq “ 0 or n for all σ P Σ.
Corollary 2.1. If I is compact then P pIqpπq „Epπq P
pIq,´pπq. We have P pIqpπ_q ˚
P pIqpπq „Epπq 1.
Proof. If I is compact, then w0 “ Id. The anti-holomorphic part and holomorphic part
are the same. We then have P pIqpπq „Epπq P
pIq,´pπq. The last assertion comes from
Lemma 2.4.
l
The following theorem is Theorem 4.3.3 of [GL16] which generalizes the main theorem
of [Gue16] and [Har97]:
Theorem 2.2. Let Π be a regular, conjugate self-dual, cohomological, cuspidal automor-
phic representation of GLnpAF q which descends to UIpAF`q for any I. We denote the
infinity type of Π at σ P Σ by pzaipσqz´aipσqq1ďiďn.
Let η be an algebraic Hecke character of F with infinity type zapσqzbpσq at σ P Σ. We
know that apσq ` bpσq is a constant independent of σ, denoted by ´ωpηq.
We suppose that apσq´ bpσq` 2aipσq ‰ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n and σ P Σ. We define I :“
IpΠ, ηq to be the map on Σ which sends σ P Σ to Ipσq :“ #ti : apσq´bpσq`2aipσq ă 0u.
Let m P Z`
n´ 1
2
. If m ě
1` ωpηq
2
is critical for Πb η, we have:
(.) Lpm,Πb ηq „EpΠqEpηq p2πiq
mndP pIpΠ,ηqqpΠq
ź
σPΣ
ppqη, σqIpσqppqη, σqn´Ipσq.
and is equivariant under the action of FGal. Here EpΠq is the compositum of all Epπq
when I varies among all the signatures.
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The aim of this paper is to prove the following conjecture which generalizes a conjec-
ture of Shimura ([Shi83]):
Conjecture 2.1. There exists some non zero complex numbers P psqpΠ, σq for all 0 ď
s ď n and σ P Σ such that P pIqpΠq „EpΠq
ś
σPΣ
P pIpσqqpΠ, σq for all I “ pIpσqqσPΣ P
t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nuΣ.
3. Factorization of arithmetic automorphic periods and a conjecture
3.1. Basic lemmas. Let X, Y be two sets and Z be a multiplicative abelian group. We
will apply the result of this section to Z “ Cˆ{Eˆ where E is a proper number field.
Lemma 3.1. Let f be a map from X ˆ Y to Z. The following two statements are
equivalent:
(1) There exists two maps g : X Ñ Z and h : Y Ñ Z such that fpx, yq “ gpxqhpyq
for all px, yq P X ˆ Y .
(2) For all x, x1 P X and y, y1 P Y , we have fpx, yqfpx1, y1q “ fpx, y1qfpx1, yq.
Moreover, if the above equivalent statements are satisfied, the maps g and h are unique
up to scalars.
Proof. The direction that 1 implies 2 is trivial. Let us prove the inverse. We fix any
y0 P Y and define gpxq :“ fpx, y0q for all x P X. We then fix any x0 P X and define
hpyq :“
fpx0, yq
gpx0q
“
fpx0, yq
fpx0, y0q
.
For any x P X and y P Y , Statement 2 tells us that fpx, yqfpx0, y0q “ fpx, y0qfpx0, yq.
Therefore fpx, yq “ fpx, y0q ˆ
fpx0, yq
fpx0, y0q
“ gpxqhpyq as expected.
l
Let n be a positive integer and X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Xn be some sets. Let f be a map from
X1 ˆX2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXn to Z.
The following corollary can be deduced from the above Lemma by induction on n.
Corollary 3.1. The following two statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists some maps fk : Xk Ñ Z for 1 ď k ď n such that fpx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “ś
1ďkďn
fkpxkq for all xk P Xk, 1 ď k ď n.
(2) Given any xj , x
1
j P Xj for each 1 ď j ď n, we have
fpx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq ˆ fpx
1
1, x
1
2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x
1
nq
“ fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk´1, x
1
k, xk`1, xnq ˆ fpx
1
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ x
1
k´1, xk, x
1
k`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x
1
nq
for any 1 ď k ď n.
Moreover, if the above equivalent statements are satisfied then for any λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λn P Z
such that λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨λn “ 1, we have another factorization fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq “
ś
1ďiďn
pλifiqpxiq.
Each factorization of f is of the above form.
We fix ai P Xi for each i and c1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cn P Z such that fpa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq “ c1 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn. If
the above equivalent statements are satisfied then there exists a unique factorization such
that fipaiq “ ci.
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Remark 3.1. If #Xk ě 3 for all k, it is enough to verify the condition in statement 2
of the above corollary in the case xj ‰ x
1
j for all 1 ď j ď n.
In fact, when #Xk ě 3 for all k, for any 1 ď j ď n and any yj, y
1
j P Xj, we may take
xj P Xj such that xj ‰ yj, xj ‰ y
1
j.
We fix any 1 ď k ď n. If statement 2 is verified when xj ‰ x
1
j for all j then for any
yk ‰ y
1
k, we have
fpy1, y2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynqfpy
1
1, y
1
2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y
1
nqfpx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq
“ fpy1, y2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynqfpy
1
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ y
1
k´1, xk, y
1
k`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y
1
nq ˆ
fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk´1, y
1
k, xk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ xnq
“ fpy1, y2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynqfpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk´1, y
1
k, xk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ xnq ˆ
fpy11, ¨ ¨ ¨ y
1
k´1, xk, y
1
k`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y
1
nq
“ fpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yk´1, y
1
k, yk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynqfpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk´1, yk, xk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq ˆ
fpy11, ¨ ¨ ¨ y
1
k´1, xk, y
1
k`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y
1
nq
“ fpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yk´1, y
1
k, yk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynqfpy
1
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ y
1
k´1, yk, y
1
k`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y
1
nqfpx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq.
We have assumed yk ‰ y
1
k to guarantee that each time we apply the formula in Statement
2, the coefficients satisfy xj ‰ x
1
j for all 1 ď j ď n.
Therefore
fpy1, y2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq ˆ fpy
1
1, y
1
2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y
1
nq
“ fpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yk´1, y
1
k, yk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq ˆ fpy
1
1, ¨ ¨ ¨ y
1
k´1, yk, y
1
k`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , y
1
nq
if yk ‰ y
1
k. If yk “ y
1
k, this formula is trivially true.
We conclude that we can weaken the condition in Statement 2 of the above Corollary to
xj ‰ x
1
j for all 1 ď j ď n when #Xk ě 3 for all k. We will verify this weaker condition
in the application to the factorization of arithmetic automorphic periods.
3.2. Relation of the Whittaker period and arithmetic periods. Let Π be a regular
cuspidal representation ofGLnpAF q as in Theorem 2.2 with infinity type pz
aipσqz´aipσqq1ďiďn
at σ P Σ. We may assume that a1pσq ą a2pσq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą anpσq for all σ P Σ.
Recall that we say Π is N-regular if aipσq ´ ai`1pσq ě N for all 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 and
σ P Σ.
Theorem 3.1. For 1 ď i ď n´1, let Iu be a map from Σ to t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´1u. There exists a
non-zero complex number ZpΠ8q depending only on the infinity type of Π, such that if for
any σ P Σ, each number inside t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1u appears exactly once in tIupσqu1ďiďn´1,
then we have:
(.) ppΠq „EpΠqEpΠ#q ZpΠ8q
ź
1ďuďn´1
P pIuqpΠq
provided Π is 3-regular or certain central L-values are non-zero.
Proof. Let us assume at first that n is even.
For each σ and u, let kupσq be an integer such that Iupσq “ #ti | ´aipσq ą kupσqu.
Since n is even, aipσq P Z `
1
2
for all 1 ď i ď n and all σ P Σ. The condition on Iu
implies that for all σ P Σ, the numbers tkupσq | 1 ď u ď n ´ 1u lie in the n ´ 1 gaps
between ´anpσq ą ´an´1pσq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ´a1pσq.
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For 1 ď u ď n ´ 1, let χu be an algebraic conjugate self-dual Hecke character of F
with infinity type zkupσqz´kupσq at σ P Σ.
We define Π# to be the Langlands sum of χu, 1 ď u ď n´1. It is an algebraic regular
automorphic representation of GLn´1pAF q. Then the pair pΠ,Π
#q is in good position.
By Proposition 1.2 we have
(.) Lp
1
2
`m,ΠˆΠ#q „EpΠqEpΠ#q ppΠqppΠ
#qppm,Π8,Π
#
8q
where ppm,Π8,Π
#
8q is a complex number which depends on m,Π8 and Π
#
8.
Since Π# is the Langlands sum of χu, 1 ď u ď n´ 1, we have
Lp
1
2
`m,ΠˆΠ#q “
ź
1ďuďn´1
Lp
1
2
`m,Πˆ χuq.
We then apply Theorem 2.2 to the right hand side and get:
Lp
1
2
`m,ΠˆΠ#q “
ź
1ďuďn´1
Lp
1
2
`m,Πˆ χuq
„EpΠqEpΠ#q
ź
1ďuďn´1
rp2πiqdpm`
1
2
qnP pIpΠ,χuqqpΠq
ź
σPΣ
pp|χu, σqIupσqpp|χu, σqn´Iupσqs
Recall that IpΠ, χuqpσq “ #ti | ´aipσq ą kupσqu “ Iupσq for any σ P Σ and 1 ď u ď
n´ 1.
Note that χu is conjugate self-dual, we have pp|χu, σq „EpΠ#q pp|χcu, σq „EpΠ#q pp}χ´1u , σq „EpΠ#q
pp|χu, σq´1. We deduce that:
(.)
Lp
1
2
`m,ΠˆΠ#q „EpΠqEpΠ#q p2πiq
dpm` 1
2
qnpn´1q
ź
1ďuďn´1
rP pIuqpΠq
ź
σPΣ
pp|χu, σq2Iupσq´ns
By Thoerem Whittaker period theorem CM, there exists a constant ΩpΠ#8q P C
ˆ well
defined up to EpΠ#qˆ such that
(.) ppΠ#q „EpΠ#q ΩpΠ
#
8q
ź
1ďuăvďn´1
Lp1, χuχ
´1
v q.
By Blasius’s result, we have:
Lp1, χuχ
´1
v q „EpΠ#q p2πiq
d
ź
σPΣ
pp­χuχ´1v , σ1q
where the embedding σ1 is defined as follows: if kupσq ă kvpσq then σ
1 “ σ and
pp­χuχ´1v , σ1q „Epχuq pp|χu, σqpp|χv , σq´1; otherwise σ1 “ σ and pp­χuχ´1v , σ1q „Epχuq
pp|χu, σq´1pp|χv, σq.
Therefore, the Whittaker period ppΠ#q
(.)
„EpΠ#q p2πiq
dpn´1qpn´2q
2 ΩpΠ#8q
ź
1ďuďn´1
ź
σPΣ
pp|χu, σq#tv|kvpσqąkupσqu´#tv|kvpσqăkupσqu
We know #tv | kvpσq ă kupσqu “ n´ 2´#tv | kvpσq ą kupσqu.
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Moreover, by definition of kupσq we have #tv | kvpσq ą kupσqu “ #ti | ´aipσq ą
kupσqu ´ 1 “ Iupσq ´ 1. Therefore,
(.) #tv | kvpσq ą kupσqu ´#tv | kvpσq ă kupσqu “ 2Iupσq ´ n
We compare equations (.), (.), (.) and (.). If Π is 3-regular we may take
m “ 1 and then Lp
1
2
`m,ΠˆΠ#q is automatically non-zero, otherwise we take m “ 0
and we assume that Lp
1
2
,ΠˆΠ#q ‰ 0. We obtain that:
p2πiqdpm`
1
2
qnpn´1q
ź
1ďuďn´1
P pIuqpΠq
„EpΠqEpΠ#q p2πiq
dpn´1qpn´2q
2 ppΠqΩpΠ#8qppm,Π8,Π
#
8q.
Hence we have ppΠq „EpΠqEpΠ#q
p2πiqdpm`
1
2
qnpn´1q´ dpn´1qpn´2q
2 ΩpΠ#8q
´1ppm,Π8,Π
#
8q
´1
ź
1ďuďn´1
P pIuqpΠq.
If we take
Zpm,Π8,Π
1
8q :“ p2πiq
dpm` 1
2
qnpn´1q´ dpn´1qpn´2q
2 ΩpΠ#8q
´1ppm,Π8,Π
#
8q
´1
then ppΠq „EpΠqEpΠ#q Zpm,Π8,Π
1
8q
ś
1ďuďn´1
P pIuqpΠq.
In particular, we have that Zpm,Π8,Π
1
8q depends only on Π8.
We may define:
(.)
ZpΠ8q :“ Zpm,Π8,Π
1
8q “ p2πiq
dpm` 1
2
qnpn´1q´ dpn´1qpn´2q
2 ΩpΠ#8q
´1ppm,Π8,Π
#
8q
´1.
It is a non-zero complex number well defined up to elements in EpΠqˆ.
We deduce that:
(.) ppΠq „EpΠqEpΠ#q ZpΠ8q
ź
1ďuďn´1
P pIuqpΠq.
Now assume that n is odd. We keep the notation in the above section We have
aipσq P Z for all 1 ď i ď n and all σ P Σ. In this case, we take integers kupσq such that
Iupσq “ #ti | ´aipσq ą kupσq `
1
2
u.
We still let χu be an algebraic conjugate self-dual Hecke character of F with infinity
type zkupσqz´kupσq at σ P Σ.
Recall that ψ is an algebraic Hecke character of F with infinity type z1 at each
σ P Σ such that ψψc “ || ¨ ||AF . We take Π
# to be the Langlands sum of χuψ|| ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AF
,
1 ď u ď n ´ 1. It is an algebraic regular automorphic representation of GLn´1pAF q.
The conditions of Theorem 1.2 hold.
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We repeat the above process for Π and Π# and get
Lp
1
2
`m,ΠˆΠ#q
„EpΠqEpΠ#q p2πiq
dmnpn´1q
ś
1ďuďn´1
rP pIpΠ,χuψqq
ś
σPΣ
pp|χu, σq2Iupσq´nsˆś
σPΣ
ppp qψ, σqř1ďuďn´1 Iupσqpp qψc, σqř1ďuďn´1pn´Iupσqqq
where Iu :“ IpΠ, χuψq with Iupσq “ #ti | ´aipσq ą kupσq `
1
2
u.
We see
ś
1ďuďn´1
Iupσq “
npn´ 1q
2
and
ř
1ďuďn´1pn´ Iupσqq “
npn´ 1q
2
.
We then haveź
σPΣ
ppp qψ, σqř1ďuďn´1 Iupσqpp qψc, σqř1ďuďn´1pn´Iupσqqq
„Epψq
ź
σPΣ
pp}ψψc, σqnpn´1q2 „Epψq ź
σPΣ
pp|| ¨ ||´1AF , σq
npn´1q
2 „Epψq p2πiq
dnpn´1q
2 .
We verify that the equation (.) and (.) remain unchanged. We can see that
equation (.) still holds here.

3.3. Factorization of arithmetic automorphic periods: restricted case. We con-
sider the function
ś
σPΣ
t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu Ñ Cˆ{EpΠqˆ which sends pIpσqqσPΣ to P
pIqpΠq.
In this section, we will prove the above conjecture restricted to t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1uΣ.
More precisely, we will prove that
Theorem 3.2. If n ě 4 and Π satisfies a global non vanishing condition, in particular,
if Π is 3-regular, then there exists some non zero complex numbers P psqpΠ, σq for all
1 ď s ď n ´ 1, σ P Σ such that P pIqpΠq „EpΠq
ś
σPΣ
P pIpσqqpΠ, σq for all I “ pIpσqqσPΣ P
t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1uΣ.
Proof. For all σ P Σ, let I1pσq ‰ I2pσq be two numbers in t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1u. We consider
I1, I2 as two elements in t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1u
Σ.
Let σ0 be any element in Σ. We define I
1
1, I
1
2 P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1u
Σ by I 11pσq :“ I1pσq,
I 12pσq :“ I2pσq if σ ‰ σ0 and I
1
1pσ0q :“ I2pσ0q, I
1
2pσ0q :“ I1pσ0q.
By Remark 3.1, it is enough to prove that
P pI1qpΠqP pI2qpΠq „EpΠq P
pI 11qpΠqP pI
1
2qpΠq.
Since I1pσq ‰ I2pσq for all σ P Σ, we can always find I3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , In´1 P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1u
Σ
such that for all σ P Σ, the pn´1q numbers Iupσq, 1 ď u ď n´1 run over 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´1.
In other words, conditions in Theorem 3.1 are verified.
By Theorem 3.1, we have
ppΠq „EpΠq ZpΠ8qP
pI1qpΠqP pI2qpΠq
ź
3ďuďn´1
P pIuqpΠq.
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On the other hand, it is easy to see that I 11, I
1
2, I3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , In´1 also satisfy conditions in
Theorem 3.1. Therefore
ppΠq „EpΠq ZpΠ8qP
pI 11qpΠqP pI
1
2qpΠq
ź
3ďuďn´1
P pIuqpΠq.
We conclude at last P pI1qpΠqP pI2qpΠq „EpΠq P
pI 11qpΠqP pI
1
2qpΠq and then the above
theorem follows.
l
Corollary 3.2. If Π satisfied the conditions in the above theorem then we have:
(.) ppΠq „EpΠq ZpΠ8q
ź
σPΣ
ź
1ďiďn´1
P piqpΠ, σq
3.4. Factorization of arithmetic automorphic periods: complete case. In this
section, we will prove Conjecture 2.1 when Π is regular enough. More precisely, we have
Theorem 3.3. Conjecture 2.1 is true provided that Π is 2-regular and satisfies a global
non vanishing condition which is automatically satisfied if Π is 6-regular.
Proof. If n “ 1, Conjecture 2.1 is known as multiplicity of CM periods (see Proposition
2.2). We may assume that n ě 2. The set t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu has at least 3 elements and then
Remark 3.1 can apply.
For all σ P Σ, let I1pσq ‰ I2pσq be two numbers in t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. We have I1, I2 P
t0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nuΣ.
Let σ0 be any element in Σ. We define I
1
1, I
1
2 P t0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
Σ as in the proof of
Theorem 3.2.
It remains to show that
(.) P pI1qpΠqP pI2qpΠq „EpΠq P
pI 11qpΠqP pI
1
2qpΠq.
Let us assume that n is odd at first. Since Π is 2-regular, we can find χu a conjugate
self-dual algebraic Hecke character of F such that IpΠ, χuq “ Iu for u “ 1, 2. We denote
the infinity type of χu at σ P Σ by z
kupσqz´kupσq, u “ 1, 2. We remark that k1pσq ‰ k2pσq
for all σ since I1pσq ‰ I2pσq.
Let Π# be the Langlands sum of Π, χc1 and χ
c
2. We write the infinity type of Π
# at
σ P Σ by pzbipσqz´bipσqq1ďiďn`2 with b1pσq ą b2pσq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą bn`2pσq. The set tbipσq, 1 ď
i ď n` 2u “ taipσq, 1 ď i ď nu Y t´k1pσq,´k2pσqu.
Let Π♦ be a cuspidalconjugate self-dual cohomological representation of GLn`3pAF q
with infinity type pzcipσqz´cipσqq1ďiďn`3 such that ´cn`3pσq ą b1pσq ą ´cn`2pσq ą
b2pσq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ´c2pσq ą bn`2pσq ą ´c1pσq for all σ P Σ. We may assume that Π
♦ has
definable arithmetic automorphic periods.
Proposition 1.2 is true for pΠ♦,Π#q. Namely,
(.) Lp
1
2
`m,Π♦ ˆΠ#q „EpΠ♦qEpΠ#q ppΠ
♦qppΠ#qppm,Π♦8,Π
#
8q.
We know
(.) Lp
1
2
`m,Π♦ ˆΠ#q “ Lp
1
2
`m,Π♦ ˆΠqLp
1
2
`m,Π♦ ˆ χc1qLp
1
2
`m,Π♦ ˆ χc2q
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For u “ 1 or 2, by Theorem 2.2 and the fact that χu is conjugate self-dual, we have
Lp
1
2
`m,Π♦ ˆ χuq
„EpΠ♦qEpΠ#q p2πiq
p 1
2
`mqdpn`3qP IpΠ
♦,χcuqpΠq
ś
σPΣ
pp|χu, σq´2IpΠ♦,χcuqpσq`pn`3q.
Thoerem Whittaker period theorem CM implies that
(.) ppΠ#q „EpΠ#q ΩpΠ
#
8qppΠqLp1,Π b χ1qLp1,Π b χ2qLp1, χ1χ
c
2q
where ΩpΠ#8q is a non zero complex numbers depend on Π
#
8.
By Theorem 2.2 again, for u “ 1, 2, we have
(.) Lp1,Π ˆ χuq „EpΠ#q p2πiq
dnP IpΠ,χuq
ź
σPΣ
pp|χu, σq2IpΠ,χuqpσq´n.
Moreover, Lp1, χ1χ
c
2q „EpΠ#q p2πiq
d
ś
σPΣ
pp|χ1, σqtpσqpp|χ2, σq´tpσq where tpσq “ 1 if
k1pσq ă k2pσq, tpσq “ ´1 if k1pσq ą k2pσq.
Lemma 3.2. For all σ P Σ,
´2IpΠ♦, χc1qpσq ` pn` 3q “ 2IpΠ, χ1qpσq ´ n` tpσq,
´2IpΠ♦, χc2qpσq ` pn ` 3q “ 2IpΠ, χ1qpσq ´ n´ tpσq.
Proof of the lemma: By definition we have
IpΠ♦, χc1qpσq “ #t1 ď i ď n` 3 | ´cipσq ą ´k1pσqu.
Recall that ´cn`3pσq ą b1pσq ą ´cn`2pσq ą b2pσq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ´c2pσq ą bn`2pσq ą
´c1pσq and tbipσq, 1 ď i ď n` 2u “ taipσq, 1 ď i ď nu Y t´k1pσq,´k2pσqu.
Therefore
IpΠ♦, χc1qpσq “ #t1 ď i ď n` 2 | bipσq ą ´k1pσqu ` 1
“ #t1 ď i ď n | aipσq ą ´k1pσqu ` 1´k2pσqą´k1pσq ` 1.
By definition we have
IpΠ, χ1qpσq “ #t1 ď i ď n | ´aipσq ą k1pσqu “ n´#t1 ď i ď n | aipσq ą ´k1pσqu.
Therefore, IpΠ♦, χc1qpσq “ n ´ IpΠ, χ1qpσq ` 1´k2pσqą´k1pσq ` 1. Hence we have
´2IpΠ♦, χc1qpσqq ` pn` 3q “ 2IpΠ, χ1qpσq ´ n` 1´ 21´k2pσqą´k1pσq.
It is easy to verify that 1 ´ 21´k2pσqą´k1pσq “ tpσq. The first statement then follows
and the second is similar to the first one.

We deduce that if Lp
1
2
`m,Π♦ ˆΠ#q ‰ 0, then
Lp
1
2
`m,Π♦ ˆΠqp2πiqp1`2mqdpn`3qP IpΠ
♦,χc1qpΠ♦qP IpΠ
♦,χc2qpΠ♦q
„EpΠ♦qEpΠ#q p2πiq
dp2n`1qppΠ♦qΩpΠ#8qppm,Π
#
8,Π
#
8qP
IpΠ,χ1qpΠqP IpΠ,χ2qpΠq.
Now let χ11, χ
1
2 be two conjugate self-dual algebraic Hecke characters of F such that
χ11,σ “ χ1,σ and χ
1
2,σ “ χ2,σ for σ ‰ σ0, χ
1
1,σ0
“ χ2,σ0 and χ
1
2,σ0
“ χ1,σ0 .
We take Π## as Langlands sum of Π, χ11
c and χ12
c. Since the infinity type of Π## is
the same with Π#, we can repeat the above process and we see that equation (.) is
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true for pΠ♦,Π##q. Observe that most terms remain unchanged.
Comparing equation (.) for pΠ♦,Π#q and that for pΠ♦,Π##q, we get
(.)
P IpΠ
♦,χ11
cqpΠ♦qP IpΠ
♦,χ12
cqpΠ♦q
P IpΠ
♦,χc1qpΠ♦qP IpΠ
♦,χc2qpΠ♦q
„EpΠ♦qEpΠq
P IpΠ,χ
1
1qpΠqP IpΠ,χ
1
2qpΠq
P IpΠ,χ1qpΠqP IpΠ,χ2qpΠq
.
By construction, IpΠ, χuq “ Iu and IpΠ, χ
1
uq “ I
1
u for u “ 1, 2. Hence to prove (.),
it is enough to show the left hand side of the above equation is a number in EpΠ♦qˆ.
There are at least two ways to see this. We observe that IpΠ♦, χ11
cqpσq “ IpΠ♦, χ1
cqpσq,
IpΠ♦, χ12
cqpσq “ IpΠ♦, χ2
cqpσq for σ ‰ σ0 and IpΠ
♦, χ11
cqpσ0q “ IpΠ
♦, χ2
cqpσ0q, IpΠ
♦, χ12
cqpσ0q “
IpΠ♦, χ1
cqpσ0q. Moreover, these numbers are all in t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pn` 3q ´ 1u. Theorem 3.2
gives a factorization of the holomorphic arithmetic automorphic periods through each
place. In particular, it implies that the left hand side of (.) is in EpΠ♦qˆ as expected.
One can also show this by taking Π♦ an automorphic induction of a Hecke character.
We can then calculate Lp
1
2
`m,Π♦ˆχcuq in terms of CM periods. Since the factorization
of CM periods is clear, we will also get the expected result.
When n is even, we consider Π# the Langlands sum of Π, pχ1ψ|| ¨ ||
´1{2qc and pχ2ψ|| ¨
||´1{2qc where χ1, χ2 are two suitable algebraic Hecke characters of F . We follow the
above steps and will get the factorization in this case. We leave the details to the reader.

3.5. Specify the factorization. Let us assume that Conjecture 2.1 is true. We want
to specify one factorization.
We denote by I0 the map which sends each σ P Σ to 0. By the last part of Corollary
3.1, it is enough to choose cpΠ, σq P pC{EpΠqqˆ which is GK -equivariant such that
P pI0qpΠq „EpΠq
ś
σPΣ
cpΠ, σq. Then there exists a unique factorization of P p¨qpΠq such
that P p0qpΠ, σq “ cpΠ, σq . We may then define the local arithmetic automorphic
periods P psqpΠ, σq as an element in Cˆ{pEpπqqˆ.
In this section, we shall prove P pI0qpΠq „EpΠq pp|ξΠ,Σq „EpΠq ś
σPΣ
pp|ξΠ, σq. Therefore,
we may take cpΠ, σq “ pp|ξΠ, σq.
More generally, we will see that:
Lemma 3.3. If I is compact then P pIqpΠq „EpΠq
ś
Ipσq“0
pp|ξΠ, σq ˆ ś
Ipσq“n
pp|ξΠ, σq.
This lemma leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4. If Conjecture 2.1 is true, in particular, if conditions in Theorem 3.3 are
satisfied, then there exists some complex numbers P psqpΠ, σq unique up to multiplication
by elements in pEpΠqqˆ such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) P pIqpΠq „EpΠq
ś
σPΣ
P pIpσqqpΠ, σq for all I “ pIpσqqσPΣ P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
Σ,
(2) and P p0qpΠ, σq „EpΠq pp|ξΠ, σq
where ξΠ is the central character of Π.
Moreover, we know P pnqpΠ, σq „EpΠq pp|ξΠ, σq or equivalently P p0qpΠ, σqˆP pnqpΠ, σq „EpΠq
1.
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Proof of Lemma 3.3: Recall that D{2 “
ř
σPΣ
Iσpn´ Iσq “ 0 since I is compact.
Let T be the center of GUI . We have
T pRq – tpzσq P pC
ˆqΣ | |zσ| does not depend on σu.
We define a homomorphism hT : SpRq Ñ T pRq by sending z P C to ppzqIpσq“0, pzqIpσq“nq.
Since I is compact, we see that hI is the composition of hT and the embedding
T ãÑ GUI . We get an inclusion of Shimura varieties: ShT :“ ShpT, hT q ãÑ ShI “
ShpGUI , hIq.
Let ξ be a Hecke character of K such that Π_ b ξ descends to π, a representation
of GUIpAQq, as before. We write λ P ΛpGUIq the cohomology type of π. We define
λT :“ pλ0, p
ř
1ďiďn
λipσqqσPΣq. Since π is irreducible, it acts as scalars when restrict to T .
This gives πT , a one dimensional representation of T pAQq which is cohomology of type
λT . We denote by VλT the character of T pRq with highest weight λ
T .
The automorphic vector bundle Eλ pulls back to the automorphic vector bundle rVλT s
(see [HK91] for notation) on ShT .
Let β be an element in H¯0pShI , Eλq
π. We fix a non zero Epπq-rational element in π
and then we can lift β to φ, an automorphic form on GUIpAQq.
There is an isomorphism H0pShT , rVλT sq
„
ÝÑ tf P C8pT pQqzT pAQq,C | fptt8qq “
πT pt8qfptq, t8 P T pRq, t P T pAQqu (c.f. [HK91]). We send β to the element inH
0pShT , rVλT sq
πT
associated to φ|T pAQq.
We then obtain rational morphisms
H¯0pShI , Eλq
π „ÝÑ H0pShT , rVλT sq
πT(.)
and similarly H¯0pShI , Eλ_q
π_ „ÝÑ H0pShT , rVλT,_ sq
πT,_ .(.)
These morphisms are moreover isomorphisms. In fact, since both sides are one dimen-
sional, it is enough to show the above morphisms are injective. Indeed, if φ, a lifting
of an element in H¯0pShI , Eλq
π, vanishes at the center, in particular, it vanishes at the
identity. Hence it vanishes at GUIpAQ,f q since it is an automorphic form. We observe
that GUIpAQ,f q is dense in GUIpQqzGUIpAQq. We know φ “ 0 as expected.
We are going to calculate the arithmetic automorphic period. Let β be rational. We
take a rational element β_ P H¯0pShI , Eλ_q
π_ and lift it to an automorphic form φ_.
We have cBpφq „Epπq P
pIqpπqφ_ by Lemma 2.3.
For the torus, by Remark 2.1, we know
φ_|T pAQq „Epπq ppShpT, hT q, π
T q´1pφ|T pAQqq
´1.
Recall that cBpφq “ ˘i
λ0φ||νp¨q||λ0 . Therefore pcBpφqq|T pAQq “ ˘i
λ0pφ|T pAQqq
´1. We
then get
(.) iλ0P pIqpπq „Epπq ppShpT, hT q, π
T q.
We now set T# :“ ResK{QTK . We have T
# – ResK{QGmˆResF {QGm. In particular,
T#pRq – Cˆ ˆ pRbQ F q
ˆ – Cˆ ˆ pCˆqΣ.
We define hT# : SpRq Ñ T
#pRq to be the composition of hT and the natural em-
bedding T pRq Ñ T#pRq. We know hT# sends z P C
ˆ to pzz, pzqIpσq“0, pzqrpσq“0q. The
embedding pT, hT q Ñ pT
#, hT#q is a map between Shimura datum.
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We observe that πT,# :“ || ¨ ||´λ0 ˆ ξ´1Π is a Hecke character on T
#. Its restriction to
T is just πT . By Proposition 2.1, we have ppShpT, hT q, π
T q „Epπq ppShpT
#, hT#q, π
T#q.
By the definition of CM period and Proposition 2.2, we have
(.) ppShpT#, hT#q, π
T#q „Epπq p2πiq
λ0
ź
Ipσq“0
ppξ´1Π , σq
ź
Ipσq“n
ppξ´1Π , σq.
Since ξΠ is conjugate self-dual, we have ppξ
´1
Π , σq „EpΠq ppξΠ, σq.
By equation (.), we get:
(.) iλ0P pIqpπq „Epπq p2πiq
λ0
ź
Ipσq“0
ppξ´1Π , σq
ź
Ipσq“n
ppξΠ, σq.
Recall that by definition P pIqpΠq „EpΠq p2πq
´λ0P pIqpπq, we get finally
P pIqpΠq „EpΠq
ź
Ipσq“0
ppξ´1Π , σq ˆ
ź
Ipσq“n
ppξΠ, σq
„EpΠq
ź
Ipσq“0
pp|ξΠ, σq ˆ ź
Ipσq“n
pp|ξΠ, σq.
The last formula comes from the fact that ξΠ is conjugate self-dual.
l
Remark 3.2. If n “ 1 and Π “ η is a Hecke character, we obtain that: P p0qpη, σq „Epηq
ppqη, σq and similarly P p1qpη, σq „Epηq ppqη, σq.
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